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Framework for the study

aim

To study the coping mechanism of the community to climate change in sector of
Agriculture in the Desert Ecosystem
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Framework for the study

Limitations

Time, language, accessibility
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Methodology

Identification of study areas
As per the organizations
requirement

Undertaking questionnaires with focused groups in 18
villages of Barmer and Jodhpur Districts of Rajasthan.

Focused Group Discussions, tool of participation, visual
documentation, secondary study, Literature review

Interventions and Recommendations
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Methodology

FOCUS :
Research
Climate
changeAreas
Impacts and

Agriculture

Agriculture
Community Adaptation
Observed changes in Agricultural
Practices
Common Property
Water
resources

Habitat

Tools used for the Study:
Focused Group Discussions
Mixed Age
Old Age
Women
Participatory Mapping
Resource Mapping ( 30 years )
Questionnaire & Discussions
Audio /Visual Documentation
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Key map showing the study
area
NTS

Names of the Villages visited

Badmer-district
Dhanne ki dhani
Taku beri
Shivnagar
Trishulia
Dandali
Sanpa
Godara sara
Aakal
Dabad batiya
Kardali

Map showing the districts ( study areas ) covered
in Rajasthan
NTS

Jodhpur‐ district
Bhopeji ki dhani
Bhomnagar‐ Moriya
Raamsagar
Fatehsagar
Shivsagar
Kolu pabuji
Babanagar
Dayakor

Focus Group: DALIT COMMUNITY
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The Great Indian Desert

- QUICK FACTS

The Great Indian Desert, or Thar Desert, extends over about 0.32

million

km2 forming approx. 10% of the total geographic area of India.
More than 60% of the desert lies in the State of Rajasthan,

followed by 20% in Gujarat (Krishnan 1977).
Source: The Thar of Rajasthan (India): Ecology and Conservation of a Desert
Ecosystem.2009

Climate:
During summer (March to June), the
maximum temperature : Between 40
and 45◦C, with occasional highs
reaching 51◦C.
Night
temperatures
considerably to 20–29◦C.

decrease

The average annual rainfall ranges
from less than 100 to 500 mm.

Almost 58% of western Rajasthan, the Thar, is made up of sand dunes, low
infertile hills and land high in mineral content.
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The name for the Thar Desert in the local dialect of
western Rajasthan is Marwar, whose Sanskrit root,
Maru Desa,
means the land of death. And yet, 22.5 million
people call this land their home
Source: GRAVIS Annual Report 2004-05
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agriculture

before…..today and tomorrow……..
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Agriculture Scenario in Thar- CLIMATE and AGRICUlTURE

There is a local saying in the Rajasthan explaining the drought conditions:
Saat kal, sattais Jamana, trisath koria kacha,
Teen kal, aida padela, maa poot mile na pachcha.
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Agriculture Scenario in Thar- Climate and Agriculture

Agriculture practice is of two types
1.Rainfed
2.Irrigated

Sindhri block, Barmer,Rajasthan

80% of the agriculture in THAR is Rainfed.
Agriculture is the primary occupation for over 82% of the population
in rural areas
The main crops grown here are, BAJRA (pearl millet ) ,Jowar ( Coarse
millet ) , MOONG (pigeon pea) MOTH ( Local legume ) , TIL (Lentil
seeds) and MATIRA (local variety of melon ) .
Mixed cropping essentially takes place in larger parts of Rajasthan
due to unpredictability of climate.

Phalodi, Jodhpur, Rajasthan

Source: Primary Survey, 2011 , Bharat.J: Traditional Agriculture and Water Management of Thar, 2008. GRAVIS
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Agriculture Scenario in Thar- CLIMATE and AGRICUlTURE

Graph showing the erratic nature of rainfall over 30 years in
Barmer District

1.
2.
3.
4.

Graph showing the erratic nature of rainfall over 30 years in
Jodhpur District

Recurrent droughts and prolonged monsoons.
The meagre rainfall
Dusty storms, scorching summer,
Chilly winter high diurnal temperature differences
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Source: www.indiawaterportal.com

Agriculture Scenario in Thar- Livestock and Livelihood

Sindhri Block, Barmer District , Rajasthan
Phalodi Dblock, Jodhpur District , Rajasthan

Livelihood Sources few years back:
•Sale of fodder
•Sale of Bajra, if produced in excess in a good rainfall year.
•Sale of Livestock or giving the livestock on rent on a
monthly basis.
•Dalit women working for labor in clean caste houses.
•Sale of manure from goats and camels in the market.
Source: Participatory mapping ( Barmer and Jodhpur) , Bharat Jhunjhunwala ,2005 ,Traditional

agriculture and Water Technologies of the Thar
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Agriculture Scenario in Thar- Livestock and Livelihood
Sindhri Block, Barmer District , Rajasthan

•Livestock rearing or Animals Husbandry
Animals like Camels, Buffaloes,cows
dairy buisness respectively.

was one of the primary occupation of people

and goats

were reared for agricultural practices and

•Ploughing was largely done with the help of animal power.

animals were sold off to earn money.
sell the manure ( especially from goats) was

•During drought period too, these
•Many of the farmers use to

4000/- per trolley

sold at the

rate of
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Agriculture Scenario in Thar- Traditional Agricultural Practices
Traditional Agricultural Operations

FUNCTION

Practice Methods

Sood, Jhoor,Kanabandi

To remove extra weeds and
unwanted growth before sowing

Was done using basic home made
tools

Nidaan

Trimming of the existing trees in the
field ( if any)

Done using basic home made tools

Ploughing

Upturning of the soil by making
furrows

Was done using animal power

Sowing

Sowing of mixed seeds

Was done using man power by
spreading the seeds all over

Harvesting /Threshing

Done to cut the grown yield and
separation of grains

Using a winnower/Manually

Storage

To preserve the seeds of the produce
for following monsoon year

Stored in Kinharas/Potlis etc.
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Source: Participatory mapping ( Barmer and Jodhpur) , Bharat Jhunjhunwala ,2005 ,Traditional agriculture and Water Technologies of the Thar

Agriculture Scenario in Thar- Traditional Agricultural Practices
Past Practices

Elevation made up of sand to
protect the crop and the plot

Traditional Field Management
Operations

Present day Practices

Combination of stones& local
species, as the storms have increased

Construction of BAAD: Protection
from Windstorms

Use of local species like Sinia,
Jaal, Bordi etc

Construction of BAAD with trees on
the edge

Such practice has diminished due to
extinction of local species

Use of local species like Aankh, Bordi
etc with homemade ropes

Construction of a fence at a feet height
around the field

Use of Barbed wire around the fence
with the stone pattis

Construction of Stone Pattis, Barmer

Barbed Wire Fencing, Jodhpur

Combination of Stones and local species,Barmer16

Agriculture Scenario in Thar- Traditional Agricultural Practices
Seasonal Agricultural Calender highlighting the major operations ( Participatory mapping : Barmer and
Jodhpur )
Baisakh
( AprilMay )

Jeth
( May June)

Ashad/
Savan
Bhadar
Kuwar
Kartik
Aghrayan
Poos
Megh Phalgun Chait
Asar
/Shrawan ( August - (september ( October - (November- (Dec- ( January- ( Feb- ( March
( June ( July - Sepetember) October) November) December) Jan) February) March) to April )
July)
August)

Agriculture
Operations
Sood/Jhoor/
Land
preparation
Ploughing
Sowing/
Resowing
Nidaan/Katai
Harvesting/
Threshing

Pruning/Katai
Livelihood

Out Migration

Note : The Seasonal Calendar of Agricultural Operations is entirely based on Participatory Mapping and Focused group discussions with the
Communities of Barmer and Jodhpur Districts respectively
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changing face of agriculture
Understanding the drivers of change…….
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Changing face of Agriculture

Crucial

drivers

of this change

1.Climate Variability and Unpredictability
2.Technological Advent- COPING MECHANISMS by the community
3.Loss of Traditional Knowledge system
4.Rapid increase in family size
5.Insitutional Interventions
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Changing face of Agriculture-Climate Variability and unpredictability

It is believed that , Global warming is
actually causing the Western Storms,
which are in turn pushing the moisture
laden monsoon winds, further delaying the
monsoon and thus generating tedious
situations for the farmers.( NASA, Central Arid
Zone Research Institute , CAZRI)

C

Flow diagram showing the Role of climate in Agriculture practice

Source: Participatory mapping ( Barmer and Jodhpur), NASA CAZRI Report
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Changing face of Agriculture - Technological Advent - Coping Mechanisms

Tractor and Tubewell : Examples of Coping strategies in Thar
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Changing face of Agriculture - Technological Advent - TRACTOR

Source: Participatory mapping ( Barmer and Jodhpur) , Bharat Jhunjhunwala ,2005 ,Traditional agriculture and Water Technologies of the Thar
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Changing face of Agriculture - Technological Advent - TRACTOR

Vegetation only found in Common
community protected lands- Orans

Extraction of excess water from the Nadis – leading to uneven
distribution of water
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Changing face of Agriculture - Technological Advent - TUBEWELL
Advantages
Increase in Commercial crop
production

Drivers of Technology
Food and financial security

Climate Variability

Resilience in drought like
situation

Ground water depletion
Agricultural requirements
Increase in family sizes

Introduction
of Tubewells
Increase in the overall expenditure

Migration
Use of pesticides and hybrid seeds
Dependency on ground water
has increased.

Disadvantages
Chart showing the evolution of Tubewell as a technology and its impacts on
the community & Agriculture
Source: Participatory mapping ( Barmer and Jodhpur)
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Private Tubewell, Phalodi, jodhpur

Common Tubewell, Phalodi, Jodhpur
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Changing face of Agriculture - Institutional Interventions- HORTI PASTURE

Tanka provided with the saplings

Fenced one Bigha land

Ber Saplings provided by Unnati

INTERVENTION
Horti pasture( Bagwani ) was an intervention by an NGO in the villages of Jodhpur and Barmer districts,
make the vulnerable communities resilient, especially during the drought conditions.

to

OBJECTIVE

•Undertaken , with an objective of discouraging the migration of the vulnerable families
•Provide them with a sense of financial security during the extreme conditions by plantation of suitable varietes of
species .
•Along with the financial security the land development provides Livelihood and fodder security to the vulnerable

family.
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Concept
•One Bigha land of the total land, of the vunerable family is considered ( based on wealth ranking) for the project.
•The land is fenced for protection from other animals as well as to encourage the growth of indigenous varieties.

Provisions
•The family if provided with the varieties like Ber, Gunda and Khurfi. accompanied with a Tanka of 30,000-35,000 litres

• Pesticides with Potassium content and anti fungal mixtures are made available
•The land also is provided with a compost pit to prepare manure at the homestead
•The farmers are provided with a special training on the aspects like,
• Importance of horti pasture maintenance,
• use of pesticides etc to further better the practice.
• Operation and maintenance of compost pit too is provided.
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Changing face of Agriculture - Institutional Interventions- HORTI PASTURE

Chart describing the benefits of the interventions
Note : The analysis is based on the discussions with the Case: Mr Jetharamji of the village and the members of the organization
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Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions
1.Increasing Climatic variability is expected to lay uneven impacts. Inorganic practices
are superseding the traditional agriculture practices making way for in organic farming
practices.
2.Increase in migration to the nearby cities due to increasing employment opportunities
are encouraging the communities to drift away from agriculture as their income
generating option, resulting in severe negligence in the same.
3.Advent of technology as a coping mechanism, is been blindly followed by the
community affecting the local land, soil and vegetation quality and quantity as well.
4.Lack of transfer of traditional knowledge systems across the generation is the core of all
the issues, leading to a radical shift in the ,modern techniques.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

1. Traditional agricultural practices can be integrated with the modern
techniques to encourage climate smart agricultural practices.
2. Income generating options for the vulnerable communities will help avoid
migrations and introduce a sense of financial security during crisis situations.
3. Encouraging Collective field management services-Better InteractionImprove social dimension

4. Enhanced community adaptation practices requires to be undertaken to
combat the forthcoming effects of climate variability
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Thank you for your patience..
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Email: araditiphansalkar@gmail.com

Blog: http://aditiblogthewaywelookatthings.blogspot.com/
The WAY we LOOK at THINGS
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